Firenock Review update by Roger Peck, 25th November, 2008
Firenock Extreme Shock End Cap
I have been shooting firenocks for a few months now and must say that I have personally witnessed the
quality time and time again. I have been putting them through the test in a lot of ways, and find that even
though they LOOK fragile to the naked eye, there is a lot of quality and durability in them. I have been
shooting them at a Morrell Outdoor Range bag target since I got them...even though it states on the package
that shooting them into a target, they may suffer damage from the sudden stop of the impact. I found even
with that, they hold up well but did have a couple firenocks that did suffer from hits into the bag...have one to
totally break the wire connector, and another seemed to "stretch" the wire and made the battery slip forward
and lose contact with no way to fix it until........ Then I spoke with Dorge about the "extreme shock battery end
caps" and ordered a couple of packs. I installed them on ALL my arrows that have firenocks and target
nocks...even the one with the "stretched wire".
I have now been shooting THAT ONE repeatedly and it has NEVER failed to light with the EX cap in
place. I have hit plywood with field points on arrows equipped with the extreme shock caps, and they are still
doing very well. The FIRENOCK is a very high quality lighted nock, but if you are going to practice with them
on any kind of target, install the "extreme shock battery end caps". They add less than 2 grains to total arrow
weight and really "save" your lighted nocks. The matched weight practice nocks are great too...but follow
directions and super glue them as directed to prevent the weights from "ripping through" the polycarbonate
nocks.
Firenock is absolutely the BEST lighted nock I have ever used or even seen!
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